Optimal design of clinical tests for the identification of physiological models of type 1 diabetes in the presence of model mismatch.
How to design a clinical test aimed at identifying in the safest, most precise and quickest way the subject-specific parameters of a detailed model of glucose homeostasis in type 1 diabetes is the topic of this article. Recently, standard techniques of model-based design of experiments (MBDoE) for parameter identification have been proposed to design clinical tests for the identification of the model parameters for a single type 1 diabetic individual. However, standard MBDoE is affected by some limitations. In particular, the existence of a structural mismatch between the responses of the subject and that of the model to be identified, together with initial uncertainty in the model parameters may lead to design clinical tests that are sub-optimal (scarcely informative) or even unsafe (the actual response of the subject might be hypoglycaemic or strongly hyperglycaemic). The integrated use of two advanced MBDoE techniques (online model-based redesign of experiments and backoff-based MBDoE) is proposed in this article as a way to effectively tackle the above issue. Online model-based experiment redesign is utilised to exploit the information embedded in the experimental data as soon as the data become available, and to adjust the clinical test accordingly whilst the test is running. Backoff-based MBDoE explicitly accounts for model parameter uncertainty, and allows one to plan a test that is both optimally informative and safe by design. The effectiveness and features of the proposed approach are assessed and critically discussed via a simulated case study based on state-of-the-art detailed models of glucose homeostasis. It is shown that the proposed approach based on advanced MBDoE techniques allows defining safe, informative and subject-tailored clinical tests for model identification, with limited experimental effort.